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Gary Meyer with his 375CT Victrix
Tormentum at the Master of
2Km+

I

mpact Xtreme Shooting burst onto
the scene in the latter part of 2018.
Jaco Heyns and I had been shooting
ELR together on his farm in the
Free State for just over a year. We had
worked our way past the 500m, 1000m,
1600m, 2000m and 2500m distances
and were looking towards 3000m next.
We felt the need to provide a platform
to grow the South African ELR fraternity
to the point where other shooters could
share our passion and enthusiasm for
the sport. We wanted to share what
we had learnt along the way to help
other shooters avoid the pitfalls we had
endured with equipment, reloading
techniques and shooting fundamentals.

The immediate goal is to stimulate and
grow South Africa’s ELR community
towards the 2mile (3200m) mark, which
is the gold standard of international ELR
events.

expect the huge support that ensued as
competitors streamed into Clarens from
the Western Cape, Free State,
Gauteng, North West, Mpumalanga
and KwaZulu Natal.

King of 2km Challenge
at Bokpoort

The LR Shoot on Day1 consisted of 3
ranges, a close range (300m, 411m,
549m), medium range (664m, 701m,
783m) and long range (864m, 894m,
1009m). The long-range targets were
each equipped with Magnetospeed
target indicators to assist spotting hits
especially with the smaller calibres.
The format required each of the 42
competitors to fire 3 shots at each of the
9 gongs ranging in size from 1.5-2MOA.
More points were awarded for first

Cowboy Ranch, 3-4 Nov 2018
We decided to start somewhere and
2000m sounded like the right place as
we had already proved to ourselves
that it was fairly easy to achieve. We
planned to hold a 2-day event; Day1
would be a Long Range (LR) shoot 3001009m and Day 2 would be the ELR
shoot 1271-2072m. We certainly didn’t
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round hits, no time limits were enforced.
Calibres used ranged from 25-06Rem,
.243Win, 6XC, 6.5CM, 6.5x55Swede,
6,5WSM, 6.5x47L, .260Rem, .260RemAI,
.284Win, .284 Shehane, 7mmRSAUM,
270WSM, .308Win, 300WSM,
300WinMag, 338LM and 338RUM.
Team “CMH” (Jan Swanepoel/Hermé
Smit) took top honours, followed by
Team “No Fuzz Long Range” (Ruan Ellis/
Estian Grobler) and Team “JandM”
(Jaco Nell/Marco Oberholzer). In the
Individual Category, top spot went to Jan
Swanepoel, followed by Hermé Smit and
third place was a tie between Brendan
Fike/Johannes Klopper.
Day2’s ELR course of fire consisted of 4
Gongs, placed at 1271m, 1708m, 1854m
and 2072m respectively, all approx.
1.8-2.2MOA in size and equipped with
Magnetospeed target indicators. The
format dictated a maximum of 5 shots to
be shot at each target, requiring at least
one hit within the 5 shots to enable the
shooter to progress to the next target
or face disqualification. More points
were awarded the sooner the shooter
impacted the targets within the 5 shots
and bonus points were earned for having
successfully hit Targets 2, 3 and 4. Here
calibres used ranged from 6XC, 6,5CM,
6.5WSM, 7mmRSAUM, .270WSM,
300WSM, 338LM, 338RUM, 375CT and
50BMG. It’s important to note that only
4 of the 30 shooters completed the
course of fire successfully and made
an impact on the 2072m target. There

Bokpoort King of
2Km Target Layout
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was a lot of room for growth and the
ELR flame had been ignited in many
competitors. South Africa officially had
its first King of 2Km, namely Ruan Ellis
(338RUM), followed by Estian Grobler
(300WSM) and Shaun Flink (375CT).
The months of planning and organising
were strenuous, but super rewarding
when shooters approached us during
and after the event saying they had
achieved their personal bests at the
event and the inevitable question, “so
when is the next event”. This was our
cue to continue with these ELR events,
as there was a thirst in South Africa for it
and a bright future.

Master of 2km+ at
Moreson Ranch, 15-16
March 2019.

Building on the lessons learnt at the
King of 2Km Challenge and feedback
received from the shooters, we decided
to adopt the international format and
rules of the King of 2Miles/Master of
2Km France so our next events would be
credible internationally, it would allow
us to grow South Africa’s ELR community
at this high level and importantly attract
international Competitors in the
near future.
The next Impact Xtreme Shooting
event, Master of 2KM+, was held at
Moreson Ranch in the Free State, 15-16
March 2019. We added the “+” as this
competition would be further than

2000m, we would use these events
to slowly increase distances as the
shooters progressed en route to the gold
standard of 3200m. This was a 2-day
event, consisting of a Day1 qualification
shoot of 5 targets (1151-1872m) and
a Day2 Finals consisting of 4 targets
(1418-2277m). We could add the Eastern
Cape to the list of provinces from which
participants arrived and this time it
was strictly an ELR event hosted in the
international format and rules similar to
Master of 2Km France.
This was to be the first South African ELR
event to use HD cameras at each Target
and a third umpire, in addition to the
Magnetospeed target indicators. Each
Target had a few sandbags stacked close
by to provide a safe position to place
the small petrol gensets that would
power the camera and wi-fi transmitters,
eliminating the chance of a direct hit or
ricochet by a bullet.
Day1’s qualification stage consisted of 5
targets to be completed in a maximum
of 20min and 21 shots. The first target
was a cold bore non-disqualification
target at 1545m (0.8MOA) and each
competitor fires only 1 shot at this
target. The reason for the cold bore
target, besides points accumulation
and bragging rights, is that it allows
you the opportunity to calculate the
resultant wind based on your bullets
impact, which will act as a guideline
on wind calls for the remainder of the
course of fire. After the cold bore target

Team Impact’s J Heyns, B Fike, L Meyer at M2KM France with Eduardo
Abril De Fontcuberta
there were another 4 targets at 1151m,
1419m, 1573m and 1872m respectively
requiring 5 shots each. However these
were disqualification targets so you had
to make an impact on the target within
the 5 shots before proceeding to the
next Target or else face disqualification.
Tough wind conditions at times and high
daytime temperatures made it a very
challenging course of fire. The Top 10
shooters were selected for the Finals
and the top 3 qualification spots went
to Brendan Fike (338LM), Jaco Nell
(338NM) and Gary Meyer (375CT).
Day2 Finals had 4 non-disqualification
targets to be engaged within a maximum
of 15min. There was no limit to the
amount of shots you could take, but you
could only score on the first 5 shots per
plate and you had to make an impact
to progress to the next target. Target
distances were 1418m, 1971m, 2185m
and 2277m respectively. The 15min time
limit here sounds like a long time, but
remember you have a minimum of 20
shots to be fired and 4 new setups to be
made within this time. Our targets are
purposely setup at very random places so
there is no progressive straight-line order
to them, adding to the complexity, as
wind angles and velocity are different for
each target and previous wind holds used
are only a rough guideline. After all the
scores were tallied up, the Event Winner
was Brendan Fike, followed by Tielman de
Villiers and Gary Meyer. What a fantastic
event and a super group of competitors.

Master of 2km France
Event

In early December 2018, after some
correspondence on social media, we
received an invitation from the Président
de la section Tir du CSA Canjuers to the
King of 2Mile/Master of 2km France, 2022 April 2019. Jaco and I had only ever
shot out to 2510m with 3 consecutive
hits in 28mph winds, but 3200m was
something our current rifles were not
setup to achieve. We decided to enter

Team Impact’s Brendan Fike & Jaco Heyns,
winning Team at Master of 2Km+ Moreson Ranch

into the Master of 2Km France instead,
as we were used to shooting these
distances. The Master of 2km France
event runs concurrently to the King of
2 Miles France event, on its own range.
Many competitors participate in both
events. So Liezl Meyer, Jaco Heyns and
I were off to France, temporary export
permits in hand, Emirates firearm
transport permits in hand and our
invitations to the event.
I will leave the detailed explanation
of the whole trip experience for a
dedicated article on that topic in the
future. However, I will say that the
largest challenge to international travel
with a firearm and ammunition is our
barely functional SAPS and CFR systems,
an unbelievable tangled mess of mass
confusion, incompetence and a careless
attitude by some we had to deal with
at SAPS DFO, SAPS Provincial and
CFR themselves.
The whole event happens in the largest
Military Camp in Western Europe, namely
Camp Canjuers. The name originates from
Julius Caesar, as this was one of his main
camps used during his conquest against
the Gaul. The reason why the event is
held in the Military Camp is because there
are no legal ranges with the required
distances in France due to their strict
regulations, requirements and limited
space. It’s very interesting shooting the
competition when every now and then
you have tank fire from the valley behind
you with the resultant explosion of heavy
ordinance on the opposite valley incline a
few kilometres away.
The format of the Master of 2Km France
event is the same as described above at
our Master of 2Km+ event at Moreson
Ranch. The target distances started a
lot closer than at our event and thus we
will be adopting this at our future events
to more closely follow the international
format. Day 1-2 Qualification Targets:
Cold Bore 728m; then disqualification
targets at 660m, 767m, 1157m and

1457m respectively. Day 3 Finals Targets
were 1530m, 1826m and 2157m.
Team Impact managed to place in the top
10, achieving 8th place out of 54 shooters
from 15 countries. Another highlight was
to witness the King of 2 Miles France
Finals, as local Frenchman and gunsmith
Bruno Put made it look easy with his
375Snipetac using 361gr Warner Flat line
bullets. Next year Jaco and I will compete
in the King of 2 Miles France with our
new rifle builds and Liezl will be shooting
the Master of 2Km France with my
Truvelo 338LM.
The biggest highlight of the trip was to
meet with Eduardo Abril De Fontcuberta,
father of the King of 2Miles event
internationally. What a knowledgeable,
easily approachable man who has a
strong vision of making the King of
2Miles a global phenomenon, which
will quickly propel the civilian/military
ELR and ULR capabilities into the next
dimension. His dream is clear and already
in motion. Besides the USA and France,
I see Canada, Argentina and yes you
guessed it, South Africa, will soon be on
the KO2M map. The King of 2Miles Africa
will become a reality; Impact Xtreme
Shooting is committed to this. South
African ELR is already turning heads
internationally, soon they will learn
what tough ELR competitors us South
Africans are.
If you would like more information about
Impact Xtreme Shooting, the technical
aspects of precision reloading, rifle setup
and upcoming events, feel free to contact
and follow us on Facebook and Instagram
(@impact.xtreme), email (pr@impactxs.
co.za), YouTube (Impact Xtreme Shooting)
or via our website www.impactxs.co.za.
Hoping to see YOU at the next 2019
Impact Xtreme Shooting Event.
To Noel and his wife, many thanks for
your hospitality and friendliness
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